
CHAPTER VIII 

- /· 

PERSISTENCE TIMES IN AFTERGLOWS IN MERCURY .ARC lVIAINTAINED 

BY r.f. FIEI:tD IN PRESENCE OF MAGNETIC. FIELD. 
I 

8.1~ ·Introduction 

Study of the afterglow process in _decaying plasma 

end the measur.ements of the coefficient of recombination 

have been carried out by a large number of investigators. 

The study has prQvided ·us with information regarding the 

various processes of eiectron ion 'dissociative and radia

tive recombi~tion and their ~elative importance in a 

decaying plasma. The afterglow we are considering here ie 
\ 

o £ a different type thd that investigated hitherto in the 

sense that ~hereas in a normal afterglow the decaying time 

is .of the order of a microsecond ·or lees, in our eXperi

ments the glow was allowed to exist for a few tens of 

seconds by applying a radiofrequency field which provided 

additional ionization and allowed the plasma. to decS\Y' at 

a much slower rate. The object is to study the ionization 
. . . . 

and los mechanism in a decaying plasma. 

Since the iol;liZation- and 1ot;ts,_ •echanism processes 

are functions of an externally applied magnetic field, it 

was thought worthwhile to study the persistence time of an 

)r afterglow in presence of· a. magnetic field. The perturbation 

.. 
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in tbe· deionization processes that will occur due to the 

prese.nce of magne~c field is expected to.help us in iden

tifying. the main1operating f~ctors. Hence in the present 

investigation, the variation of persistence time of a 

decaying afterglow plasma in mercury vapour bas.been inves

tigated in presence of ~ radio frequency field both in the 

presence a:nd in absence of external magnetic field. 

8.2. Experimental arrangements 

Investigation has. been carried out in a mercury 

afterglow (admixed with dry air} in a cylindrical discharge 

vessel. As we are mo,re interested to study the behaviour 

of a recombining plasma With 13t1d without a magnetic ·field, 
. . . . 

the effect due to dif.fusion transport of charge carrier$ is . . -

to be lessened. Since the characteristic time of disappea-. 
·ranee of chargee by diffusion, varies with the square of 

the diffusion length, a better study of particle recombi

nation can be achieved by taking a discharge vessel of large 

diameter. Hence a discharge vessel of diameter 3.6 em. and. 

9 em. long was placed in between the pole-pieces of an 

x electromagnet. 

An outline of the discharge vessel fitted with a. 

simple mercury trap through a standard joint ts shown in 

Fig. (2.1). A d.c. mercury arc was generated inside the· 
.. 

discharge tube. To increase the pressure inside the 
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discharge tube so that diffusion of charged particles which 

is definitely ambipolar in nature, can further be diminished, 

dry air which acts as a buffer gas inf"luenci:r:lg ·only the dif.fu-

, sion and mobilities of the charges, was introduced by a vari&

ble microleak of a. needle val.ve. Two aluminium couplers, 

clanped in the middle of the discharge tube from outside, was 

connected to a Hartley oscillator to supply the radio frequency 

voltage. The couplers were seperated, by 2.35 em. The level 

tf the r.f. power supplied by the oscillator was low enough 

so as not to cause a breakdown of the gas. 

The arc discharge was run for a few minutes so 

that a steady condition was reached and the outside wall 

temperature was noted. Then the primary arc discharge was 

switched off. A glow which developed in wake of ewi ~ehing 

off persia ted for a few seconds and then disappeared. Time_ 

of persistence of' the glow was recorded by ·two stop watches. 
-

When there was no r.f. power to the coupler, no glow was . 
visible after the switching off of the parent discharge. 

The glow time was :measured under different conditions _of 

the discharge e.g. pressure, current of ·the parent arc 

die charge, outer wall temperature and with and without 

an anal magnetic field. 

\ 
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A description of the:-decat of visual. intensitY 

during the afterglow 

) 

The time variation of the total visual. intensity 

has been shown in Fig. 8.1. When the d.c. arc was swtiched 

off, a greenish white glow existed throughout whole of the 

discharge vesstl as shown in Fig. 8.1 A. Thereafter, the . . 

glow in the furthest regions from the coupler vanishe4 

first and this process of gradual disappearance of ,glow 
\ 

continued for a, few seconds. Ultimately the glow. su.rvi ved. 

only in between the couplers ~here ~he r.f. field existed 

as shown in Fig. a.in. In between the couplers, the glow 

shape was first an ellipsoid,_ then a sphere and lastly a 

spheroid. The colour of this glow,. in between· the couplers, 

was 1m bluish wbi te and after an interval. of a :tew seconds 

it also vanished. 

It was.observed that the persistence times of the 

glows in the field free region (outside the couplers) an4 

in the regian wi~h an applied r. f. field (in between .the 

couplers) vary in different ways with other parameters of 

the discharge. This led us to divide the total pe.riod of 

persistence of the glow in two parts. The first part is the 

· persistence time type 1 which is the measure of period 

starting from swi tcbing off of parent arc discharge to the 

moment when the glow was confined only in between the 
. - I 

\ 

couplers. Thus in this period the glow in the field free 
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Fig. 8.1. Decay of mercury afterglow maintained by 
r .. f. field: At the beginning the afterglow . 
filled the total discharge tube (A) then 
the glow at the furthest points from. the 
couplers disappeared gradual1y (B and C) 
and lastly the glow survived only in bet
ween the couplers (d) for a while and then 
disappeared completely • 

. •' 
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region, outside the couplers, slowly di~inishes in si~e and 

ultimately give~ away to the glow surviVing :.t in between 

the aluminium couplers. The next part, persist~nce time 

type 2 is the record for persistence of glow in between the 

couplers only. As soon as persistence time 1 was over, 

·recording of persistence time 2 begins until the glow 

disappears totally. 
. 

As these two types of persistence times vary di.ffe-

rently with discharge candi tiona, it may be concluded 

that different mechanisms are responsible for their sur
vi val and ertincti on. 

- : 

It may be noted that persistence of the glows 

was observed visually and times were recorded by two stop

watches. The demarkation between the two types is not a 

sharp one, ratb~r the transformation is gradual. As such, 

an error of ± 1 to 2 seconds _in recording times could not 

be avoided. Nevertheless, the persistence times for glow 

are in the order of tens of seconds, so this possible 

error in the recordings of times is expected to cause not 

milch appreciable error. In this investigation, we have, 
I • 

however, recorded _the persistence times only.-Generally 

for fuller informatio~ of an afterg1ow, densities of 

different particles are measured as a fQnction of time. . -

A plot of them is analysed with rate or continuity equa

tions of particles and with a knowledge of electron· tempe

rature relaxation, different macroscopic co-efficients for 
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the particles are measured. Simply a knowledge of persistence 

time, can· not give a clear picture of the decay rates of par

ticles. Lastly, the disappearance or occurence of a discharge 

was inferred by visually observing the glow. So when the glow 

vanished, we considered that the afterglow ceased to exist. 

But ~he dec&J rate of charged particles may be different 

from the decay rate of exeited atoms which are responsible. 

for creating the visual picture of the glow. Generally 1 t 

is believed that, during the decay, producti.on of new char

ged particles ceases, and concentrations of charged parti

cles then decreases by different loss mechanisms li~e 

recombination, ambipolar diffusion etc., approaching a 

finite but small va1ue. However, for an analysis of expe

rimenta1 data we bave correlated the visual glow with the 

plasma since the radiation is defim tely an electron -

atom process (either it is a recombination radiation or 

a electro~ excitation radiation) •. Hence, due to this 

limitation no attempt has been made to put forward a 

quantitative analysis.of the experimental results. 

8.4~ Results and Discussions 

8.4.1. Without a magnetic field 

(a) Variation of persistence time 1 with pressure 

Two types of glow persistence times e.g. 

persistence time 1 and persistence time 2 are found to 

\ 
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. vary with conditions of the. discharg~- differently. Fig. 8.2 
J • 

sho~s a plot of persistence.t1me·1 Vs 1/Ptot• Here Ptot is 
\ . 

the total pressure inside the discharge tube i.e. Ptot = _· 
. . ' 

Patr·.·.r~ + P!Ig• · It can be seen the.~ w~en Ptot ,:Ls comparatively._ 

large ( Ptot > 0.5· torr ) , persis.tence time 1 is directly 

proporti~nal to 1/Ptot• In the field free region, when the 

arc current is o fft the electr~ns of the parent discharge 

ydll be lost by ambipoler diffusion, attachment and by disso-. . 

ciative recombination. It is~ however, assumed that the r.f •.. , 

field produces ioniza~on in ·between the couplers and due to 

the diffusion of charged and other particles from the source 

region (region with an r. f. field ill between the al.uminium 

couplers), the loss p~ocesses in th~ field free reg1on will 

be delayed, thus making the glow in field free region to 

,continue for a longer time. After being created in the 

source region, the charged particles will . diffuse awq 

through the couplers, . hence the diffusive gain. term will 

be proportional_ to 1 IPtot• 

For. attachment lo~s, three processes may be 

considered• 

e + Hg + Hg ~ Hg +Hg (8.1) 

- - (8.2) e + 02~0 + 0 

and e.+ o2 +X~ 
C)":'"" + X 

2 (8.;) 

For first of the p~ocess's (8.1) the reaction 

rate will b~proportional to 
'l. 

n Ha i.e. PH.g2• But as 

'· 
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oxygen, an electromagnetive gas, is present in abundance 
. . 

·when Pair ) PJlg . (when Ptot ) ?·5 torr), we can dis-

regard the process. The dissociative _attachement process . 
(8.2) is 6enerallY believed-to be of importance when Te 

is comp_e:ratively high. Hence where T
9 

(as fle the case x 

in a decaying. dis charge)· is compar~ti vely small, this

process will be of lesser importance. The ·t~eebody atta-
-· t \ 

chment ~rocess (8.3) is proportional to Pair2 • X i.s a 

~tabilising molecule, both 02 and N2 molecules can take

part in the process of stabilisation. Where attachment of 

electron is a dominating lo~s mechaniefo it is observed 

. that negative ions generally accumulate in the volume. 

They tend to rem8.in in the body of the afterglow owing -to 
. . 

the disposition of electric field which builds up. This 
- ' 

accumulation of -we ions• which should be proportional to 

time, influences the _electron ambipolar ~iffusion coeffi

cient Dae• Truby ( 1968) has shown that 

(8~4> 

here l)o...-t is the ambipolar diffUsion_ coefficient for 
. ' 

positive ions and .. n _ is ·the number density of negative 

ions. Thus, 'ba.e.. increases as '11- increases for a 

constant value of -·Do..-t throughout the electron decay, 

process. In this way attachment loss can be interpreted 

as an enhanced 1 diffUsion process. 
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The last of the loss processes is the recombination 

process. For mercury it is a dissociative recombination and 

the dissociative recombination being a two body process is 

independent.of Pa1r• _ 

In th~ comparltively high pressure region, the 

straight line (passing through the origin) plot of persis

tence time 1 with 1/Ptot suggests that the gain of particles 
I 

by a diffu19ive now.from the source is beJ.~ced by recombi-

nation which is pressure independent. Tb.B breakdom from 

linearity in the low pressure regi. on, may be interpreted in 

terms of other pressure dependent loss mechanisms like ambi-
. I 

pol at" di-ffusion. It is evident from Fig. 8.1 that at the 
. . 

further point from the source t~e glow in field free region 

begins to disappear ~rat, then this pr9cess is conducted 
-. 

away towards ·the source. The wrq, glow i.n field free region 
lS 

diminishes, sugge•ts that .l~ss processes I\ a volume phenomenon •. 

(b) V8.riation of persie'ten~e 'time_ 1 with ~·f. field strength. 

In Fig. (8.2) thedependence of persistence time on 
' ' -

r.- f. field strength may be observed. The persistence time 1 

increases with the r.f. field which was applied to the source. 

This dependence is also evident in Fig. (8.3) where corres

ponding to . Pa1·. = 1 torr, persistence time 1 is plotted . r . 
against r.f. 1kR field applied to the ~ource. Thus it may be 
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FIG. 8.3. 
Fig. 8. 3. Variation o·f persistence time 1 with r .f. electric field supplied to the couplers 

. (pair = 1 torr, i = 2.4 A). 
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assumed that electrons and ions that diffuse out axially 

from the source also carry their energies which should b~ 

proporti onaJ. to E/ Ptot' _where E is the r.f. field in 

the source. As these electrons further diffUse axially in 

the field free region, they lo9se much of their energies 

in el estic collision with air molecules. Some o:f them, the 

high energitic ones, lo9ee energies in inelastic collision 

like collisional excitation of mercury atoms and vibrational 

excitation of nitrogen ana oxygen molecules. They may also 

gain.some energy in collisions of second kind. The relaxa

tion time of Te should be directly proportional to % Ptot• 

.Thus at the furthest point of the source. electrons may be 

considered to be nearly thermalised, 'making recombination 

high and the glow disappears. It may also be noted that as 

time elapses, gas temperature also decreases as heat is 

radiated to the surroundings by the discharge vessel. This 

reduction of gas temperature will be effective in an enhan

ced recombination of charged particles. For the reduction 

of gas temperature, the number density of me~cury atoms 'nHa

will als? b~ effeetiv~ly reduced. So there exists a gradient 

of T in the field free region along the axis of discharge . e 
tube. 
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(c) Variation. of persistence time 2 with pr~ssure 

The persistence time 2 varies· with pressure .in a 

different way. T.his -variation has 'been shown in Fig. (8.4). 

It is observed that persistence time 2 first increases with 

pressure. In a certain interval of pres.sure.,the glow in 

between the couplers, giving rise to persistence time 2, 

never diminishes so long r~f. power·is supplied. Thereafter, 

persistence time 2 .decreases e.s pressure i;ncreases. 
- . . -- ' ' 

When the primary arc is switched off; ,-ne is in 
• I 

. 13 ' . . the range of 10 em- corresponding to the arc~ As time 

passes on, ·Y1e. decays. When 11 e..· equals a critical 
\ ·I 

·;:[" · vel.ue 'Y1 c..., _a. glow is sustained in between the coup;_ 

. ........ 

. lers. In this ·region electrons are heated .by the r.f. -f:ield. 

During this period, visible -mercury lines (only mercury 

lines ,were observable) wa~· observed through a constant 
/ 

deViation spectrogra~h. ,-The line intensities increased 
. I 

me.rkecriy !with the increase of r.f. electric field. It appea-
. . 

red that. the glow intensity_ ( t~pe 2) did not diminish with 

time slowly, on the otherhand it remained fairly constant 

and at a certain moment very rapi~ly became zero and the_ 

glow disappeared. The only· factor that changes dur~ng this 

period is the neutral particie teD.lpera.ta'"f'e T%" or outerwall 

temperature . , owi;ng to the radiative cotling of 
J • 

the .discharge vessel.· So a cooliM down o:r discharge ~sse1 
.\ ' '.I ' 

e,ffecti vely influences the p_rodu~tion f.Uld loss processes of 

this sustained glow •. Owing to the dec:{,'ease of T w when 

1 • 
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the gain and loss processes can ·not bal.ance each other, 

the glow vanishes. The processes in this glow are· very 

complex. As Tw drops, llHg . ·hence Ptot also is re

duced. This will make -i)-m the collision frequency. o.f' 

electrons .f'or momentum trans.f'er·to change with time. 

Si:nce Ee. , the effective field that wili produce 

the same energy transfer as a steady field, is given by 

(8.5) 

where E and W ere the r.m~s. r • .f'. field and angu-

lar frequency o.f' r.f. source. Ee decreases with time 

and so the power absorbed .f'rom the r • .f'. field will dec- . 

. rease. It is well lqlown that for an r.f. discharge ioni-. 

sation rate is a very strong function of elec.tric field, 

a substantial change in vi., can be caused by a tiny , 

change in Ee. Thus at a· time when production terms can 
/ 

not supplement for the losses, the r. f. ~ow in between 

.the coupler vanishes. 

It was observed that as Pair · (hence Ptot) inc

reases, the ·outerwall te~perature corresponding to ceas

ing o.f' persistence. time 2 st first decrease and then in

creases. The cases o.f' sUbsistence of glow so long r.f. 

power is -supplied in some pressure interval may be 

interpreted by considering that the temperature at which 
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these glows will disappear are definitely .below room tempe-
. " . 

\.- ,· 

r~ture. As . Ptot increases,. Ee/p· · inc.r~ases ·which will mak_e 

v;_J ~ to increase. For this _glow where. Te is compa-
. I , 

ratively high, radial ~bipolar diffUsion.loss will be most 
. ' 

dominati~g lo~ s uephanism. k T, e... 

· where M is the mass of. h~avy· particles and 

ion-neutral co,llision frequency, also .decreases with pressure~ 

But at comparatively high pressure, owing to increased energy 

loss of electron in elastic (also rotational arid vibrational 

excitation) collisions, ionisation rate will be ·decreased. 

The presslire dependence of Tw (hence, the particle gene

ration. end loss processes) may .bes.t be interpreted by con-

. sidering the a.e. ionisation coefficient defined by Brown 

~cm (1959). When loss is .by diffusioJ:J,, a..e. ionisation 

coefficient ? =. :P~ / :Do..E2. first increases 

rapidly, then after passing through a maxima ~ecreases 

as E/p increases. 

Since rate of cooling, determining T ~ , has 

. · significant effect on tht discharge, care was taken in the 

·. recordings of persistence time 1 and 2 that the discharge 

tube may cool down in the same surrounding. 

(d)' . Dependence of persistence times with varying 

arc currents 

Dependence of persistence times with current of 

the primary arc discharge was observed in two different ways. 
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First the primary arc was allowed to burn for ·different

currents for different ~ime interval so that T w at 

the moment of swichi:ng off of primacy- 'arc, remained same. - . . . . 

In this way the heating effect ·of the current may be dis

regarded and only the dependence of persistence times 

with 'rle.. of primary arc may be observed. Results have 

been shown in Table 8.1. Secondly, the primary arc was 

burned for a fixed time interval of 4 minutes with diffe-· 

rent current. In this way T w during swhiching off 

varied as well as · II e • In Table 8.1, it is seen 

that persistence ·time 1; probably depends on 1'1 ~ but · 

persistence time 2 does not. But considering the range of 

accuracy of ~ea.eurement nothing, specific mav be concluded ., 

upon. 

When primary are was burned for fixed interval 

.. of 4 minutes ·so that Tw.· at switching o:er varied per

sistence time 1 is seen to vary linearly \v.ith current 

(Fig. a.S). In this fig. variation of ~w with current 

has also been shown. It appears that proportionality cons

tants for. variation of persistence ti.me 1 and "Tw at 

swiching o'£f with current are the same • 
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TABLE 8,1 

Variation o~ persis.tence time wlth 11e ...• 

- -- ... - _. - -- - - ~ - ·- ... - - -- - - ..... - - .... ~ - ~ ~ -- - - - .._ -
Pair 

(torr) 

' r.m.e. 
• field 
, r.f. 

t 

• 

source 

(volts/ 
em) 

0.975 40,86 

o:f 

' ' Current Persis-
• in prima-' tence 

• 

·r.y arc time 1 

(ampere) 

2 

2.4 

2.8 

3 

• (Sec) 

• 
• 

74 

77 

77 

79 

' Perai~ • ~ at ' lw · w when the 
, iBO , the mo- ~ 1 . 

tence . ment of g ow J.n-
' time 2 • • swit-' side r.f. 

(Sec) , ching , field 

' 
' 

106 

109 

103 

107' 

, off of' disa-

' primary ' ppear 
t -

' arc (oox (0 0) 
9 --------------

85.5 

85.75 

85 

85.5 

69 

68.5 

~9 

68 

--~-~--~----~---~ 

___ .,. __ ._. __________ ..,.__ 

3.8 19 277 69.5 52.75 

4 19 277 69.5 53.5 
1.2 42.56 

4.2 18 281 69.5 52.5 

4.4 20 275 69.5 53 

4.6 21 276 69.75 54 

----- - ~- --- ..... -- ... - -- ~-- .... ~ ~ --......--- ..--- _ ... __ ._-
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So it may be concluded that rise -in T is the. chief cause . w 
for the increase of persistence time 1. This i$ fUrther 

evident in Fig. ~8.6) where ~ersistence time 1 is plotted 

against :Tw at the switching off o,f primary arc discharge 

of 2.4 emp., run for dif£erent time intervals. 

Considering the case of persistence time 1 we m~ 

c9nE!ider the wayfl how .tw (also Tg) enters into the rate -· 

processes. 

~) 

ii) 

. 
In the process of associative ionisation in t~e 

+ formation of lfg2 , Tg enters explicitly in 

the reaction rate. In chapters Vr:t. and VII it 
has been . shown that Hg; ions are the chiefly 

ionised species. 
. '' 

Quenching rate for heavy ''particle metastable 

~evels will increase with Tg• An effective 

quenching process of.merc~y. 63P1 atoms by N2 

is Hg (63P1 ) + N2 -4 Hg (6~P0 ) + N2 + 0.218 eV. ·· 

· •••• (8.6) 
-

It has been ¢i.scussed by Mitchel and Zemansky" (1961) that 

the. enero dise:r;epancy of 0.218 eV. in this reaction is 

taken ,up by N2 molecules .as .. vibrational energy. But when 
I .-

' 

the neut~al particles are hot .enough, much of N2 . molecul:es 

will be in vibrational state, so that reverse reaction e.g. 
' 

Hg (63p
0

) ~ N2 ~ Hg. (63P
1

) + 'N
2 •••• (8.-7) . 

' ' 
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m~ be one of.the important processes that populate 63P1 level. 

-iii) 

iv) 

\ 

As Tg .increase, Te also increases. 

The diffusion coefficient of metastable atoms 

decreases with gas temperature. It has been shown 

by Chapman and Cowling ( 1970) that coefficient of 

mutual diffusion of a gas is given by 

3 ~ '- 1r2 D ''2. -::: R T a ( "m 1 -+ rn2) 1.' 
8 ( n1 + n.1.) Oj'l'l. 2 rr m1. m..2 J (8.8) 

where V,
2 

= ~ (o;_ -t cr;) the diameters of atoms 

with densities n1 ' n2. and masses crY11. 

and m.'l • Equation (8.8) predic.ts a decrease of 

diffusion coefficient of metastable atoms with 

decrease of gas temperature. 

For a better understanding of invididual reaction 

·processes in persistence time 1, we write down the conti

nuity equation of the par~icles. For molecular ions Hg; 
with den~ity nl).+ 

here r is a particle f1 ux, no ' 

are the number densities of 63P
0

, 63P1 

'll'l ·and ~1+ 
and Hg+ ions 
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respectively. 0\ is the two body dissociative recombination 

coefficient, -De:... is the collision integral for three body 

conversion of atomic ions to molecular ions. < t5r cr-') a.ss 

is the collision integral for associative ionisation and 
I, f (1/ pt:ot , t) is the diffusive ~ source 

term. The source term may be considered as 

Ylc...(-t) is the average particle density at the position 

of coupler and z is the direction of discharge tube axis. 

The flux due to r.f. field mobility may be disregarded. 

For atomic ions, 

. d_ '"n :t+ ( '"<'' -z., t:):::: V. r.,... ("r', -z., t) -vc.. pto~ 'n1t (8.'10) 
~~ '11~ 

-t j (1/'Pto't >t) 

We have disregarded recombination of Hg+ ions which may 

of the type 

where. BC 

+ A + e. -t- BC * * ----7') A+ BC. (8.11) 

'v'o.l~ 
is anmolecule which is excited rotationally and 

(\ . 

vibrationally to BC*. 

) 
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In the above rate equations it has been assumed 

that apart from associative ionisation no fUrther ionisation 

takes place in the field free region. o:r course field builds 

up for the space chargee that produce ambipola.r diffu.sion. 

The plasma is field free in the sence that apace charge 

field is so small that it can not contribute to ionizationo 

Since charged particle neutra.li ty is not appre

ciably disturbed, for electrons, 

cl:n 2 + d. 'Y\ -:1.+ 

&-toU: (8 •. 12) 

For atoms, 

(8.13) 

where Vll 0 is the loss term given by 

(8.14) 

the first term being diffusive loss, the second loss :for 

associative ionisation and the other terms are quenching 

by heavy particles. 8' ( P > t) is the gain term given 

by S = gain by recombination 

(8.15) 
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Here also electron collisional. excitation transfers are 

neglected and :f ma.y be considered to be equal to\]."'D \Tz.no 
. . '1'1"\ . 

For 63P1 atoms, II1echanisms will be different 

depending on Z co-ordinate. 63P1 being a resonance level 

:imt its effective life time :a is of the order of 10-5 sec. 

which is very much sma.ller than the persistence time. So 

at a point ne~rer the source, loss for 63P1 atoms will 

be mainly supplemented by diffusive flow from the source . . 

whereas at the furthest points, generation will be mainly 
. J 

by reactions of ~pe (8.7). 

These continuity equations .along with an equation 

for time variation of Te' giving proper weightage for the 

nature of electron energy distribution function and its 

space variation,. if solved simultaneously the phenomena of 

afterglow can be described. In simplified c.ondi tiona like, 

particle 8 diffuse in their fundamental diffusion mode, ex 
does not depend on space and time, electron energy distri

.bution is Maxwellian and space and time independent, the 

continuity equations can be solved for appropriate boundary 

condi tiona and equations. may be obtained for time variation 

or dec~ for particle densities. However, persistence time 

can not be calculated from the solutions • 
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Jb,en an axia1' magnetic_ fie1d is present 

Results, when an axial magnetic fie1d was present, 
. -

have been shown in Table (8.2)J. For a1r sets> the primary 

arc was run for 3 minutes at a current of 4.2 ampere. The 

discharge tube cooled in the same en~oronment dUring time 

recording. Magnetic field was· -stiched on just before the 

switching off 9f primary discharge.· For readings marked by 

a star ( *) in Table (8 .2), an instability deve1oped during 

late times of persistence time 2, the glow,.flickered and 
' ' - -

ultimately disappeared. It is observed that persistence 

time 1 does not change with magnetic field, whereas per

sistence time 2 definitely. increases with magnetic :field. 

The outerwa11 temperature when g1ow in the r.f. field 

ceases to exist, decrease with the magnetic field. Visua

lly it was observed that as magnetic field increases, the 

r.f. glow, generating persistence time 2, becomes more 

bright. When a~ axial magnetic field is present, effec

tive; r.f. field is given by 

E 
2.. . . E'l 

e.blr . = 
{8.16) 

where cob·= / e.. B I --m } = 1. 77 x 10 7B, .B is the value 

of magnetic field in gauss. As B increases, E err 
decreases and so tlle power a.bsorbel/

1
• A .ma.o'l'letl· c 

~.. field will 
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affect the glow in another way. The path of electrons lost by 

ambipolar diffUsion will be changed and diffUsion will be 

reduced as fUndamental diffusion length is changed to 

(8.17) 

As diffusion of charged particle towards the wall decreases, 

the energy carried by a pair of charge particles towards the 

wall where they are neutralized by recombination, also dec

reases. For discharges we are considering, energy is carried 

mainly by diffusing charged particles and deposited to wall 

as neutralisation energy. So the magnetic field affects the 

energy balance terms of the wall. As the glow exists for 

longer time in a magnetic field due to a reduction of 

diffUsion loss, Tw cools down. 

It is interesting to note the invariance of per

sistence time 1 with axial magnetic field. We have already 

discussed the continuity equations for the particles. The 

chief prodUction process is the axial diffusion of particles 

from the source. Since axial diffusion does not depend on 

an axial magnetic field, the production process wiil not 

depend on magnetic field. Hen~e the constancy of the per

sis~ence time 1 in magnetic field makes the particle lose 

terms also independent of magnetic field. The embipolar 
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·' 

dif~sion, one of the loss process will be mainly axially 

(as . L is shorter than R in the fieid free region) which _ 

--will' be .invariant in magnetic fiel:-d (equation 8.17). The 

pressure inside the discharge tube and its size was so 

chosen that recombination may dominate over diffusion. So 

it may be concluded that sum. total of recombination and 

diftusi-on losses does not depend on magnetic field. Con

versely, since losses do not depend on magnetic field, 

dissociative recombinatiop is the li: o!)l.y dominating less 

mechanism in the field free region. This is the same 

argument that was forwarded by: K~ckes et aJ. ( 1961) 'while , 
'• ' 

~ investiiQing the dec~ of helium plasma in B~1 stelle""" 

rator. As they observed that loss rate is independent of 

magnetic field between 2.9 and 3.5 kilo ·gauss, 'it was 

concluded that plasma was, recombination dominated (for_ 

helium 1 t is collisional radiative recombination~r-, and 

diffusion is negligible. 
·, 

However, in our experiment magnetic fields used 

were comparatively low so that no definite conclusion 

can be. drawn for the bahaviour of recombination reaction 

in a stron~ magnetic field as desired-by Fowler (1978)~ 
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TABLE 8.2 

Behaviour of persistence times in ~ axial magnetic field. 

T -,- - - - - -- - _.. - - - - -- - - - ~ -- - - t - - - - - - - - --
Pair · , r.f .field • Magnetic 'Persis- ' Persis- - , . Tw at ' Tw when · 

(-to~r) • - ···:rield 'tence 'tence , switchin~ r.f. 
. , ( vol ts/cm), (gauss) 'time 1 • time 2 , , off .of • giow dis-

' (sec) ' .(sec) - • prilla.ry ' appears 
- ' . ' • dis~hargfl ( oo) 

.... --- ..! - - - - - ' ... - - - - ..!. - - - - ..! - - - - - '- _(!0.1 - ~ - ... - -

0 16 233 68 56.5 

180 16 261 68 55 

1.05 42.56 350 16 306 67.75 52.25 

. Ji&. 520 15 374 67.75 49.5 

675 15 351 (*) 68.5 - 50.5 (*) 

- ' 

-~----~--------~--~----------------~ 
0 12 179 68.75 60.5 

180 13 241 69.75 57.25 
1.2 42.56 / 

350 13 247 (*). 69 57.00 (*) 

520 13 294 69.5 54.5 

675 13 358 69.5 51.5 . --------------------------------------0 10 1.59 71 63 
180 11 167 70.5 62.5 

1.4 42.56 350 9 ~87 69.5. 61 
675 11 206 70.5 60.5 
1090 12 234 71.5 59 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -· - - - -- - - -- -- - -- -- -- - . ·o 13 . 167 '69.25 62.5 
1.80 14 177 69 61.75 

1.2 40.86 .. 350 13 '196 69.26 60.5 
520 14 '223 69.25 58 
675 13 298 69.25 54._75 

- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - -- - - ~ - - -. -- - - ., 
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